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Box Hill MAC Integrated Transport Strategy - Draft
MeBUG welcomes the proposals contained in the above draft report released in March 2020 for
improving cycling and walking facilities to and within the Box Hill MAC. In particular, we strongly
support the concept of a new walking and cycling bridge across the rail line to link the cycling
corridors along Nelson Road and Thurston Street.
We believe however, the strategy has one significant shortcoming as regards the ‘through route
linking the Box Hill to Ringwood path with the proposed Hawthorn to Box Hill path. This
shortcoming is the substantial and unnecessary detour around the Box Hill Central area as shown
by the green lines in Figure 19 of the draft plan reproduced below.
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The problems with the current plan (green lines) are
• Excessive additional distance which in practice, cyclists will likely not follow;
• Requires crossing the rail line at the narrow pedestrian crossing at William Street causing delays
by frequent trains especially in peak hour, as well as creating conflict with pedestrians.
• The route via Whitehorse Road is not viable until the proposed new cycling/pedestrian bridge is
built. Also it does not appear to cater for westbound cyclists.
• The crossing of Station Street when travelling between Oxford Street and Harrow Street is
dangerous unless a signalised crossing and off road path along Station Street, are provided.
A better and shorter route is shown by the blue lines. This would entail:
• Separated path along Station Street from Bank Street to Cambridge Street;
• Signalised crossing of Station Street, in lieu of that proposed at Harrow Street;
• Treatment of Cambridge Street to accommodate cycling such as on that shown in the picture
below.

We also point out:
• The Station Street Bridge over the railway has what looks to be wide enough sidewalks to be
classified as SUPs
• Minor alterations at the junction of Bank Street and Station Street could therefor continue
BHRSUP as far as the Rutland Rd/Station Street crossing thus removing the need to use the at
grade crossing near William Street.
• From there a Copenhagen Style lane should be built to Cambridge Street and then along
Cambridge Street to provide two-way bike traffic in a one way car system.
• This would then have the advantage of joining the existing bike lanes in Thurston St. (photos
below)
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While the Main Street mall does not offer a through route because of inappropriate subdivision in
the past, it should nevertheless, be made cycle-friendly to encourage cycling to central Box Hill.
• At grade crossing of Station Street (Action 3.1 and 3.2 first dot point), are strongly endorsed;
• Re orientating the planter boxes, dwarf walls and other street furniture to separate the
pedestrians from the cyclists. The existing transverse items should be re-built longitudinally. This
would encourage pedestrians to walk closer to the shops on the North side of the mall instead of
down the middle;
• Rescind the cycling prohibition and Introduce a 10km/hr speed limit through the mall similar to
Southbank in the city.
We urge Council to consider these suggestion to improve the ‘through’ cycling route by making it
less circuitous and also improve access to Box Hill central.
27 April 2020
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